Early to call for an appointment. It can, however, be too late. Appointments need to take place two or more days before the final presentation date.

*We are taking requests for our interactive oral communication workshops. We can facilitate these workshops in your space or the Speaking Center Training Facility in McIver.

*During a consultation, our clients work one-on-one with a communication consultant trained in peer-to-peer tutoring. Each individual session will last thirty minutes while a group session lasts one hour. We can assist you at any stage of your presentation, from invention to organization to delivery.

*Our services are open and available to the entire campus community, and through our community outreach, not-for-profit off-campus communities as well.

*Want to join our team of consultants? To learn how, check out speakingcenter.uncg.edu/staff/

**UNCG's Online Speaking Center**

The newest addition to the University Speaking Center’s services is our Online Speaking Center. Our Online Center creates the opportunity for speakers to get help on their presentations from the comfort of their own homes or their favorite coffee shops. Also, for commuting students or distance learners, the online center offers a more convenient option than coming to our physical location. Currently, we are able to help with the organization of your presentation and can review a recorded version of your speech posted to YouTube or a similar site. We hope to add practice sessions over webcams in the future. You can make an appointment the same way for an online session as you would for a session in person. Give us a call at (336) 256-1346 or come by and see us in MHRA 3211. Make sure to tell the consultant taking your appointment that it is for an online consultation, and remember to give them your email address and phone number as the appointment will involve a conversation over the phone. Also, for students studying internationally or the members of UNCG’s deaf community, we have the option to conduct your consultation through chat instead of over the phone. Whether you come to see us in person or online, we seek to help you the best that we can in the process of creating your presentations. So, come by and see us for your next presentation!
Do you remember the day that you first got on a bike? Probably not. Do you remember the first time you gave a speech? Maybe. You might be able to recall feeling nervous, shaky, fumbling for your confidence, all the while a little man inside your stomach was doing a tap dance. Riding a bike, giving a speech...both of these situations evoke such inhibiting emotions! But we do it. We ride the bike, fall off, scrape our knee, and get back on again. We practice all day until our parents call us inside because it’s getting dark outside and dinner is almost ready. With time, we’re cruising around the neighborhood with no hands, creating makeshift jumps out of plywood and cinderblocks, and impressing our friends with our talented riding. But what about delivering a speech? Skillful speaking requires practice and continual maintenance. If public speaking were as easy as riding a bike, practically everyone would be able to get up and deliver a solid speech (and what a cool world that would be)! Public Speaking, however, is a process that requires significant preparation. In order to develop a speech, we must brainstorm, organize, practice and reflect! This is only the beginning though. We evolve as speakers when such a process is repeated. We always have to start over. While we often prepare for delivering a speech in similar ways, there are always new variables to face and different audiences to address. After a long winter of staying indoors, spring has finally come. We hop on our bikes and hit the road. Bike riding is a mechanism that our body becomes familiar with. It takes almost no thought to balance, pedal, switch gears, and use the brakes. Conversely, after a period of time without presenting a speech, we must often refresh ourselves. We must allow ourselves ample time to prepare. If we don’t do so, surely we will fall off every time!

Here at the University Speaking Center, we can help you with this process of preparing and delivering a speech. Regardless of what stage you are at in preparing your presentation, whether you need help brainstorming topics, organizing your research into a workable and clear speaking outline, adding elements of style, or practicing your verbal and nonverbal delivery skills, the Speaking Center can offer you assistance and guidance. Remember though, that unlike riding a bike, public speaking is a process which requires constant practice and rehearsal. So next time you have a public speaking engagement, why not consider making an appointment at the Speaking Center? We can help you cruise to success!

COMMUNICATION FOR A LIFETIME

By Lara Amshay

I lead a service learning trip during Spring Break to assist the homeless population of Washington D.C. My group and I worked preparing and serving food in soup kitchens, passing out clothing, and getting to know individuals living on the streets in our nation’s capital. Working at the Speaking Center for a couple of years now, I have been continuously learning and practicing various communication competencies, and when I traveled to D.C. this past month, I found the communication knowledge I had gained at the Speaking Center traveled with me. If you have ever been in a Speaking Center consultation, you know our staff takes the first five minutes of the consultation to get to know a little bit about you as a speaker. This might include asking questions about your major, your interests, classes, or hometown. Being an avid sports fan, I like talking to speakers about sports, especially if a speaker happens to be wearing team paraphernalia during a consultation. I find this helps me to get to know the speaker on a more personal level and helps the speaker to feel more at ease. In order to be a successful peer tutor at the Speaking Center, I’ve learned the importance of establishing common ground and putting myself in another’s shoes. I’ve found this approach to be very beneficial not only in working with individuals experiencing homelessness this past month, but in many other areas of life. When conversing with individuals experiencing homelessness, I’ve learned that many want simply to be treated as equals because too often they are treated unfairly. Many of the individuals I worked with in D.C. wanted nothing more than to be addressed by name. In fact, this is the same approach we use with speakers at the Speaking Center. By addressing individuals by name, we can increase levels of immediacy, or closeness, and make a consultation or conversation more personal. I’ve found that no matter where I go or who I go with, the Speaking Center always comes along with me. The behaviors and communication tools I’ve learned are principles that will last a lifetime. So next time you take a trip, or engage in a conversation, feel free to make a pit stop at the Speaking Center to help prepare for your journey!